July 28, 2020

The University of Texas Health
Science Center at San Antonio

Dear Colleagues,
We are very pleased to announce that the San Antonio Breast Cancer Symposium will take place in
2020. In response to the novel coronavirus (COVID019) global pandemic, the SABCS Executive
Committee has made the decision, out of necessity to ensure the health, safety and security of all
SABCS attendees and the patients and communities they serve, to hold the 2020 SABCS virtually.
The dates will remain the same December 8-12, 2020.
While we look forward to holding SABCS as an in-person meeting in the future having an interactive
virtual SABCS will allow us to present and discuss the latest developments in breast cancer
research and practice to an international audience. We have had over 1300 abstracts submitted
thus far. All components of the Symposium will be delivered as planned including educational
sessions, lectures, discussions, posters, exhibits.
Registration fees have been reduced. If you have registered and paid, SABCS will refund any
amount owed.
SABCS is working with Orchid.Events to cancel all hotel reservations booked through the official
housing provider. It is not necessary to email or contact Orchid.Events about your hotel reservation
cancellation. You will receive notification in the coming days about the cancellation of your hotel
reservations. If you made your reservation direct with your hotel, please contact your confirmed
hotel directly to make the cancellation.
We will be sending detailed information about the virtual program soon. Please visit our website
www.sabcs.org for details as they are posted.
We look forward to your active and expert participation in the virtual SABCS. Thank you for your
dedication and for your continued support of SABCS.
Sincerely,
Carlos L. Arteaga, MD, UTSW Harold C. Simmons Comprehensive Cancer Center
Virginia G. Kaklamani, MD, UT Health MD Anderson Cancer Center
C. Kent Osborne, MD, Dan L Duncan Comprehensive Cancer Center, Baylor College of Medicine
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